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PUJA KUMARI(COMPILER) 

 
Puja kumari is from Bihar. She was the student of 

Jawahar Navodaya Vidyalaya Begusarai. She is a 

Founder, poetess, co-author and hindi writer.Her 

hobbies are reading and writing. She likes to 

decorate her feelings on a paper.. She become co-

author of 30+ successful anthologies with 

different publications and 3+ world record 

Anthologies. And now she is working as a author 

of 30 Anthologies with different publications. 

And  her 22 book was published in amazon and 
notion press. 

Insta handle @the_giggle_darpan24 

 



be happy with what we have 

be happy in the memory of what is not 

who has seen what happened yesterday 

Be happy in your own memory 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Lipsa Dabhi 

 

She is Author and also good Co-Author. She is 

eighteen years old, she is student of the computer 

engineering.She is extraordinary person. She is 

always good leader. Her mam mrunal prajapati is 

her inspiration person and also her motivater, her 

friend chetna raval also supported to her and her 

mom manisha ben and her father nilesh bhai also 

supported to her for anytype of her creativity.she 

also wrote poems, short stories, shayries.Her 

writing skills almost very well and her creative  

collections are always best. 

 



 

ά ķŰŘů ĶŶ ŋœ έ 

 

Ľů Ŏő ĶŶ Ľů œŶ ķŰŘů ĶŶ Ŝő ĮĶ ŋœ,  

ŉū őķ Ķźħ ĸŏ Ņō Ŝź ķŰŘů Ķū ŋœ,  

őķ ŏŰ̉ūŉ ŅŰ ĻŶŜőŶ ŋő ĤŋŉŶ,  

ĦŅŉů śů Ŝſśů ĶŶ śūņ Ľů œŶ ķŰŘŬŏĽūĽ,  

ķŰŘů ĶŶ ŋœ Ķź ŐūŇƎ ōŉū œź ĥŋ,  

ŉū őŜū Ķőź ĶŎů Ŏů ĨŇūś ĥŋ,  

ŜőŇŏ ķŰŬŘŐźƁ Ķū ŋŜőū Ņź ŉŜůƁ ŜźŅū Ľůŗŉ ŏƎ,  

ŋő Ľō  Ŏů ŬŏœŶ ķŰŘů Ķū ŋœ Ľů œź Ľů Ŏő ĶŶ, 

ĸŏ ĶŶ  ŋœ Ķź Ŏů ķŰŘů ŏƎ ōŇœŶ ĥŋ,  

ŜőŇŏ ķŰŘů  śŶ ŋ˝ū  ŋšŶ ĥŋĶū, 

ĦŅŉů  śů ķŰŘů ĶŶ śūņ ĽůĮ Ľů Ŏő ĶŶ ĥŋ, 

Ŝő œˇū  ŏŜśűś  Ķő ĶŶ ĽůĮ ĥŋ,  

Ŝő œˇū ǤūħŘ ĶŶ śūņ ĽůĮ ĥŋ,  

ŉū  őķź Ķźħ  ĮĶœŅū Ľůŗŉ  ŏƎ, 

ŬśŌƈ őŜź ŜőŜƁŏŶŘ ķŰŘ ĥŋίί 



Harshita Verma 

 

 

 

Co-author Harshita Verma is a writer from 

Lucknow. She has completed her graduation in 

commerce stream. She has been writing poetry for 

the last few years as her passion. She wants to be a 

novelist in future. 

 

 

 

 



 

Happy Me 

 

Happiness a small word 

In reality a great treasure 

A beautiful day it is 

Flowers and beauty present 

Happiness and joy of people 

Brings this all in life 

 

Happiness a magic solution 

Present with everybody 

Only used by few 

A special reaction to the nature 

Spread happiness feel alight 

Enjoy and live life with joy 

  



Anwesha Rath 

 

 

Anwesha Rath,  

A girl from small town used to see huge dreams 

now is working in anthologies is just 19 years old 

doing graduation her aim is just to take care of her 

parents as they cared for her till her dream is not 

writing poems but to share heartfelt message.. 

 

 

 



 

Kingdom of happiness  

 

Happiness is the business 

Business of people  

Who are self sufficient  

About other  

Who are careless  

Happiness is the thing  

Which only a good person can mention  

It keeps the mind conscious  

And day fresh  

It's the work  

Of physically and mentally fitness  

It's play a important role in life race  

Of a successful person  

It's a secret.. 

  



Siddharth Mishra 

 

Ħś ĤőūĽĶ ŇŰŬŉŐū ŏƎ ŗŜ ŗŜ ŘūƁŬŅ Ŝŷ ŬĽśĶŶ ŬœĮ ĥŋ 

ŅőśƎĸŶί śƁŎŗŅ: Ŭśɞūņƈ ̎ Ŷŀ İŌ œŸłžƈś, ĲŬłŘū ĶŶ 

őŜŉŶ ŗūœŶ ŜƑί ňůőŶ-ňůőŶ ĨŉĶū Ľʇ ĲŬłŘū ĶŶ ĶŀĶ ŏƎ 

ƞĥί ŗŅƈŏūŉ ŏƎ ĨʌźƁŉŶ ƠūĦ̎ ĶŸœŶĽ śŶ 12ŗůƁ Ķů 

ŋŢūħ ŋűőů Ķů Ŝŷί ŋŢūħ ĶŶ Ĥœūŗū ĨʌƎ œŶķŉ Ķū Ŏů 

ŘŻĶ Ŝŷί œźĸźƁ Ķź ƬŶŭőŅ Ķőŉū ĳő ŏŰ̉ūŉ ŬōķŶőŉū 

ĨŉĶŶ ŬŇœ Ķź ŏŰ Ű̉ őū ŇŶŅū Ŝŷί œŶķŉ ĶŶ ōūŗĽűŇ ĨʌƎ 

ŋƎŬŀƁĸ ĳő ŌźŀźƢūŌů ŏƎ ōƞŅ ƚŬĻ Ŝŷί 

 

 



śŋŉź Ķū ʕūő  

 

śŋŉź Ķū ʕūő Ŭŏœŉū ŅŶőū ǤūōźƁ ŏƎ Ŝů ŏŰƽŏœ ƞĥ, 

ĥŮķő ǎűƁ Ņű ĦŅŉū Ľƛőů ƞĥ, ŅŶőů ŐūŇźƁ śŶ Ħś ĶŇő 

Ħ  ˫ƞĥ, ǎűƁ ŐŶ ōś ĮĶ ̲ ūō Ŝů ƞĥ, ŐűƁ ŅŶőū ǤūōźƁ 

ŏƎ Ŭŏœŉū, ŏƑ ōś ŅŶőů ƟƁ ŐŶ ĶŜŉū, ŬŏœĶő ŬŇœ Ķů ōūŅƎ 

Ķőŉū, ŏŰľŶ ʕūő śŶ ĸœŶ œĸūŉū, ǎűƁ ŐŶ ōś ĮĶ ̲ ūō Ŝů 

ƞĥ, ŏŶőū ĸŰ̡ū Ŝźŉū ĳő ŅŶőū ŏŰľŶ ŏŉūŉū, ŅŶőŶ ŬŇœ Ķů 

ňšĶŉ ŏŰľŶ śŰŉūŉū, ŏŶőů ōūŅźƁ śŶ ŅŶőū Ĩœľŉū, ŏŶőů ŐūŇźƁ 

ŏƑ ŅŶőū ŬŌő śŶ śŰœľŉū, ǎűƁ ŐŶ ōś ĮĶ ̲ ūō Ŝů ƞĥ, 

ŅŶőū Ŝūņ ŏŶőŶ ŜūņźƁ ŏƎ ŐűƁ ŇŶŉū ŏŶőů śūőů ŋőŶŘūŉů ķŰŇ ĶŶ 

ŬœĮ ŏūƁĸŉū, Ŭōŉū ĶŜŶ ŅŶőū ŐűƁ ŏŰľŶ śūņ ŇŶŉū, ŏŶőŶ ŬœĮ śŻ 

ĶśŏƎ śŻ ŗūŇŶ œŶŉū, ǎűƁ ŐŶ ōś ĮĶ ̲ ūō Ŝů ƞĥ, ĸœŅů 

ŏŶőů ĳő ŏūŌů ŅŶőů , ĥƁśű ŏŶőū ĳő ĥƁķ ŅŶőů, ŏĽōűőů 

ŏŶőů ĳő śĽū ŅŶőů, ʕūő ŏŶőū ĳő ŇŰĥĮƁ ŅŶőů, ǎűƁ ŐŶ ōś 

ĮĶ ̲ ūō Ŝů ƞĥίί 

  



ANKITA NAHAR 

 

 

 

#AKII#@@@ ĤƁŬĶŅū ŉūŜő ŏűœ ƛŋ śŶ ĤĽŏŶő, 

őūĽΉņūŉ Ķů őŜŉŶ ŗūœů ŜƑί ŐŶ ŬœķŉŶ ĶŶ ŬœĮ ŜŏŶŘū 

ĨɔūŬŜŅ őŜŅů Ŝŷ śūņ Ŝů ŜŏŶŘū ŘʦźƁ śŶ śŰĶű ŉ śū ŋūŅů 

ŜƑί  ŐŶ ĤŋŉŶ ŬŗĻūőźƁ ĳő Ľź Ŏů ĦʌźƁŉŶ Ĥŋŉů ŬĽƁŇĸů śŶ 

śůķū Ŝŷ, ĤŉŰŎŗ ŬœŐū Ŝŷ ĨśŶ Ĥŋŉů őĻŉūĲƁ ŏƎ Ŭœķ 

ŇŶŅů ŜƑί ĦśśŶ ĦŉĶů őĻŉūĮſ ōƞŅ Ŝů șūŇū ŎūŗŰĶ ŎūŗźƁ 

ŗūœů ĳő ƬŎūŗŘūœů ōŉ ĽūŅů ŜƑί  Ľź ŬĶ ŋŢŉŶ ŗūœźƁ 

Ķź ōƞŅ ĥĶŬŚƈŅ ĶőŅů Ŝŷί  ŗŜ Ħś ŏūɭŏ Ķź ĳő 

ĥĸŶ ŅĶ œŶ Ľūŉū ĻūŜŅů ŜƑί ĥŋ ĦŉĶů őĻŉūĲƁ Ķź 

ĦƁ̎ūƢūŏ @naharankita1 ŋő ŋŢ śĶŅŶ ŜƑί 

 

 



ŅœūŘ 

 

ŇűśőźƁ Ķů ķŰŬŘŐźƁ ŏƎ ĶŜů 

ĦŅŉů ŏŘĸŰœ śů Ŝź ĸħ ƟƁ ŏƑ 

Ķů Ĥō ķŰŇ Ķů ķŰŬŘŐźƁ Ķů 

 ĥŗūŠ ĶŶ ŬœĮ Ŏů 

Ĥō ķŰŇ Ķź ŃűŢŉū ŋšŅū ŜƑί 

 

śōĶź śŏŐ ŇŶŉŶ ŏƎ ĶŜů 

ĦŅŉů ˧ ̏ śů Ŝź ĸħ ƟƁ ŏƑ 

Ķů Ĥō ķŰŇ ĶŶ ŬœĮ  

śŏŐ ŬŉĶūœŉŶ ĶŶ ŬœĮ Ŏů 

Ĥō ķŰŇ Ķź śźĻŉū ŋšŅū ŜƑί 

 

ŇŰŬŉŐū Ķů Ŏůš ŏƎ ĶŜů 

ĦŅŉů ķź śů ĸħ ƟƁ ŏƑ 

Ķů Ĥō ķŰŇ ĶŶ ŗĽűŇ Ķů 

ŅœūŘ ĶŶ ŬœĮ Ŏů 

Ĥō ķŰŇ Ķź ŃűŢŉū ŋšŅū ŜƑί 

 



Arpita Saxena 

 

 

 

Arpita is from Delhi. She is a teacher by profession . 

She completed her schooling from Gurgaon and 

graduation and post graduation from Delhi 

University . She loves reading novels and fond of 

content writings. 

 

 

 

 

 



I see innumerable stories  

Building up different facets of life . 

I see different hues .Ever changing every second . 

I see the mysterious ways of binding and letting go. 

I see sky the infinite .Ever powerful. Ever generous . 

I see life life unfold its untold stories . 

I see the unseen .Enigmatic . 

And therefore sky fascinates me 

 

  



Shabana Firdaus 

 

She is a teacher  

Teaching and writing is her passion 

She get writing skill from her father  was also a 

writer  

She she wrote as Co author in any Anthology that 

has been published such as Syahi  sahityic  lahrein 

zindagi ka pal, crystal in the sea and many more is 

in completion 

 

 

 



 

Taalluq khatm 

 

Mujhae jaan na payae 

Aur bahout kuch kah gayae 

 

Kuch kahnae sae pahlae 

Mujhae sun to laetae 

 

Taalluq khatm kar diya 

Zara souch to laetae 

  



M. Mariselvi 

 

 

She is 'M. Mariselvi' hailing from 'RAJAPUDHUKUDI, 

TUTICORIN DISTRICT,TAMILNADU' is a passionate 

co- author for " Itti si khushi" .she is compiler of 

acham thavir book ( Tamil)  

 

 

 

 

 

 



In the womb is my happiness 
 

To catch my mother's lap 

I grab Sayo 

I ran fast across the border and into the throne of my 

mother's womb! 

 

I do not know the image 

You know the face 

Added to the relationship is the mother's womb! 

 

I sigh in relief 

 Roll with joy 

You are the one who keeps your eyes awake for many nights 

to sleep with your eyes closed! 

 

Ten months in the dark, I'm never been afraid to be in your 

womb, my mother! 

 

I have never forgotten to save my life for the better, despite 

the poor internet health in my life! 

 

No matter how many pains to cheer me up 

My mother was the only one who supported me with 

laughter 

 

IŀǇǇƛŜǊ ƳƻƳŜƴǘ ǘƘŀƴ Ƴȅ ƳƻǘƘŜǊΩǎ ǿƻƳō 

The Lord never gave 



Anala Hemraj Kadekar 

 

 

Anala is a self-taught passionate, learning and a 

growing WRITER as well as an ARTIST , also a 

featured co-author and co-artist ,got many 

certificates and praises in her younger years ,and is 

a mehendi designer,does for many years and 

functions . She has many other hobbies as 

Modelling photo-shoots, music, traveling, 

adventure-sports, exploring, cycling, writing and 

art,making handicrafts,etc . Recently a 12th grade 

science PCMB student residing in Nashik 

Maharashtra.  

 



ϝΩ śūņ Ľů ĽūĮ....!"*  

śŰōŜ Ķů ŋŜœů ŬĶőń ĨśŶ Ŝś Ķő ĨŁūĮί 

ķŰŬŘŐūƁ Ŝő ŋœ ĨśĶŶ ŋūś ōŶŜŶŀ ĸŰŉĸŰŉūŐŶ ί 

Ŝő Ĥňűőū Ǥūō śĻ Ŝź ĽūĮ ί 

ĥśŰĲƁ ĶŶ ŏŻśŏ ŌůĶŶ ŋš ĽūĮ ί 

ŗǃ Ŏů ĨśŶ ŉ śŅūĮ ,  ŬĶ̛Ņ Ŏů ĨśŶ ŉū ƚœūŐŶ ί 

ķŰŇū ĶőŶ ŜŏƎ Ķźħ ŉ ĽŰŇū Ķő ŋūĮ, ōś ŇŰĥ Ŝŷ ŏŶőů, 

 Ħś ĽŜū ōŉūŉŶ ŗūœŶ śŶ Ķů ŗź Ŝő ŋœ ŏŶőŶ śūņ őŜ ŋūĮ ί  

ĳő ĦŅŉů śů ķŰŘů Ķź ĦŅŉūßΦΦ  Ωōšū Ķőΐ Ŝŏ śūņ 

Ľů ĽūĮ ί 

  



Subashree.S 

 

 

 

 

 

She is  passionate in writing and peculiar in 

exploring new things... 

 

 

 

 



                                    SPARKLE  

Similing makes you sturdy 

When you met tragedy! 

Live your life for a cause  

Not for other's applause! 

when the situation goes worst 

Choose the path which is best! 

Memories are just like ecstasy 

When our life becomes fantasy! 

Laugh like a amiable 

Who's love is endurable! 

Happiness is like a sparkle  

It makes your eyes to twinkle! 

  



Maria Liviya.L 

 

 

Happiness fills me up to the brim in my cup of 

troubles. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



ITTI SI KUSHI 

 

HAPPINESS 

 

When a crumbled heart is seen, 

It attracts someone as a beam, 

When a person is in dust, 

It wakes someone from the rest, 

When a soul is in danger, 

It pokes to help as a stranger, 

When I am filled with illness, 

It reminds me of others deeds-HAPPINESS... 

 

BY: 

Maria Liviya.L 

  



Daisy Panimariyal J 

 

 

 

She is pursuing her higher secondary and she loves 

to write more about her memories and  about 

beautiful topics and she had been worked in 8 plus 

anthologies.  

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

TYPICAL GRINS 

 

When my Brain forgets all the suffers 

Which I  gone through and Open's my chops 

For some grins is my shape of happiness, 

Which makes me to forget all the worries  

Within a second!!!! 

                     - Daisy Panimariyal J 

  



Ankita Sarkar 

 

 

 

Ankita Sarkar is a girl from Jamshedpur. She did her 

graduation on Hospitality Management and now 

majoring in Child Psychology. She has published her 

own book and has been a part of many anthology 

books. She express her feelings through words. 

 

 

 

 

 



School memories which never fades,  

From Sharing lunch boxes to secrets,  

From teasing to caring,  

From cheating to learning and from loving to 

breakup,  

Your first crush to first love,  

From first day to farewell,  

These cherished moments are always kept tight in 

a heart of jar which never fades but brings smile on 

your face for your stupid things,  

These memories makes you recall and relaxes you 

when life brings us in ups and down position... 

  



Fathima S 

 
Fathima S,  is from  God's own country Kerala, Kollam 

district, who ardently writes, reading books and craft 

work are her hobbies.  She is a budding author. She is a 

blogger and most of her works convey the theme of 

familial relationships, love, nature,family, life thoughts 

etc. She also has an Instagram page for her quotes and 

writings and also for her craft ideas.She loves to dance 

and act and listen to music.she was a co-author of 20+ 

publications. Now she is compiler her first book. She 

was Graduated in English literature  from St Cyril's 

College, Adoor and just completed Post Graduation in 

English literature  from TKM College of arts and science, 

Kollam. Her dream is to become a professor and passion 

to become a writer and an artist.  

Insta id :@gal_with_brown_eyes 



SEEK OUR HAPPINESS  

 

Where is my happiness?  

Still searching for my inner peace.  

But I could not find out it! 

Anxiety arises, life pulled me back. 

Lose my relay, unconscious around the head. 

At last, for peace,  

I decided to open up my mind to Priest about my grief. 

He advised me to understand my own life for happiness. 
 

On the way back to my home 

I remembered my past life. 

It was miserable than today, but I had found time to 

rejoice. 

Today I live with a perfect life,  

But does not find time to happiness. 

We are busy with our daily routines . 

But forgets to live, Many of life's joys are beyond our 

comprehension. 

But if even small things make us happy, then we will 

succeed in life 

 



Divya Dharshini.k 

 

 

Divya Dharshini.k is pursuing her higher studies, 

preparing for board exam.she likes reading and 

loves writing her life experiences.she finds this 

anthology an opportunity to share her writeup and 

enhance her writing skills.she has been a part of 6 

anthologies. 

 

 

 

 



 

        "Finding Happiness?" 

Never seek happiness,keeping it around; 

Never ruin your life ,in seeking happiness..  

neither hatred nor reluctant deed, 

Live your life pure heartedly in different  

Zonals..neither hatred nor reluctant deed, 

Lead to happiness!Instead deliver "LOVE" 

And "SMILE" that retains happiness all 

                                throughout the life!! 

Happiness lies around you innate, 

Happiness is all ,that you create!! 

  



Sonali Meher 

 

Hey readers....!! She is Sonali Meher. From - 

Nuapada, Odisha, India. Currently pursuing for the 

degree of BAMS at Sri Sri nursingnath ayurveda 

medical College and RI. She is a Doctor by 

profession and writer by passion. She started 

writing when a very special moments come in her 

life and now for her writing is hobby. The writing is 

the 3rd person in that way of expressing their 

feelings, emotions and love. Now get a platform to 

exploring her writing. Hope ! You guys like it.  

 

 

 



Ħś śūœ Ķő œź Ľů Ŏő ĶŶ ŏ̏ů, 

ŜźŅů ŉŜůƁ Ŝŷ ŐŶ ĦŅŉů ś̏ů, 

Ľů œź ŬŌő śŶ Ĥŋŉū ōĻŋŉ, 

Ľō œĸŅū ņū ĤŋŉźƁ ŏƎ Ĥŋŉūŋŉ ί 

 

Ħś śūœ ŏŰ Ű̉ őū œź Ľů Ŏő Ķő, 

ĳő őź œź ŏŉ Ŏő Ķő, 

ĸŰ̡ū Ķő œź ĤŋŉŶ ŜőĶŅ ŋő, 

ĳő ĨŁź Ŝ̏Ŷ Ŝ̏Ŷ, ĤŋŉŶ ŬĸőŉŶ ŋő ί 

 

Ħś śūœ ŬŌő śŶ Ķő œź ĶĮ ŗūŇƎ ķŰŇ śŶ, 

ĳő Ķő œź ŋűőů Ĥŋŉů Ķħ ĻūŜŅŶ, 

ĶŜ Ňź śŏŐ śŶ Ķů Ķő œź ņźšū ĥőūŏ, 

ĳő ŅŰŏ Ŏů ōŜŉŶ Ňź ķŰŇ Ķź ĤŋŉźƁ ĶŶ ŉūŏί 

 

Ħś śūœ Ľů œź Ŝő ĤŋŉŶ śŋŉŶ ĶŶ ŬĽŇ Ķź, 

ļŶš Ňź ŬŌő śŶ ŘőūőŅźƁ Ķź, 

ŬŌő śŶ ŏŜśűś Ķő œź ĤŋŉŶ ĽůŅ Ķź, 

Ŏő œź śŋŉźƁ śŶ ĤŋŉŶ ĦȃūĲƁ Ķź, 

Ħś śūœ ŬŌő śŶ ĤŉŰŎŗ Ķőź œź Ĥŋŉů ĽůŅ Ķź| 



Jasmine Panda 

 
Miss Jasmine Panda is presently pursuing Ph.D. Chemistry from 

Ravenshaw University, Odisha, India. She is a Gold Medalist and 

University Topper in both her B.Sc. and M.Sc. She is a Governor 

Awardee for YRC. She has received All-Rounder Award in her 12th 

standard for excellence in extracurricular activities along with 

studies. She has been Literary and Cultural Champion in her college 

days. Apart from being a versatile orator and debator, she has been 

a part of 580+ anthologies till now and loves to pen down her 

feelings! She has compiled an anthology "VASUDHAIVA 

KUTUMBAKAM" under SOI publication which is also the best 

seller#9. Another compilation with an unique concept of "SMILE 

PLEASE" is well-appreciated. "HOPE OF A MASKLESS FUTURE" under 

NLHF Publication is also an awesome Compilation of her. Some of 

her co-authored books have achieved the title of "OMG Book Of 

wŜŎƻǊŘǎϦ ŀƴŘ ϦCƻǊŜǾŜǊ {ǘŀǊ .ƻƻƪ hŦ ²ƻǊƭŘ wŜŎƻǊŘǎέΦ {ƘŜ ƛǎ ŀƴ 

amiable person interested in both Science and Literature, having a 

wide variety of interests like painting, sketching, acting, anchoring, 

debating, rangoli making, taking part in extempore, elocution and 

many more... 

 



Spreading smiles 

 

Smile please!!! It's not a shame! 

Spreading smiles, let's start the game! 

 

Changing behaviour towards loved ones, 

To express themselves, giving a chance! 

Starting to behave with everyone politely, 

One can bring smiles on faces globally! 

The key to happiness is the small little curve, 

In the best possible way, always try to serve! 

 

Getting out of one's comfort zone, 

One can distribute everyone a happiness loan! 

Let them return with interest doubled, 

One can spread throughout smiles tripled! 

This way all around happiness quadrapuled, 

It radiates more with positively coupled! 

 



Accepting everything coming in the way, 

Pocket full of happiness you spray! 

"SMILE", just a five letter word, 

In action, becomes a stress-killing sword! 

Spreading happiness, spreading smiles, 

A long journey to go miles and miles! 

 

Smile please!!! It's not a shame! 

Spreading smiles, let's start the game! 

  



Vaishnawi Kumari 

 

Vaishnawi Kumari is the co-author of 10+ world 
record anthologies along with 150+ successful creations 

with different publications. Her books have received 

praise and recognition from many well-known 

publications. This gorgeous poetess belongs to Patna, 

Bihar, and she is an upcoming computer science 

graduate from NSIT, Bihta, Patna. After being motivated 

by his father, she has sharpened her passion for writings 

as well as dancing and singing. There are 4 upcoming 

projects as an author. She believes that poetry can 

change the world, and she uses it to inspire and 

empower young people through it. You can personally 

contact with her Instagram handle @kumarivaishnawi 

and can follow @mystic.vaishu to see her amazing 

creations.  



 

Being unknown 

We met in the path of life, 

But today you are one among the thousand 

passengers, 

Today is "us" from me and you. 

 

that smiling face, 

Something like this is in front of us, 

who never forgets, 

Because my first love is not my last but you... 

 

There is so much power in my love, 

That God will also get your name written in the 

lines of his hands, 

Just hold hands once and say, 

We want to be you... 

 

  



SYED SABEEQA ANDRABI 

 

 

The author is a fascinating personality with a 

dream to render the world into a happy dwelling 

place for every breathing soul. 

The Author often says that "silently flick the 

moments and let the decades cherish them". 

Published Co_Author of compilations. 

Ig: syed_sabeeqa 

 

 

 

 



"AVID SOUL IN A HAPPY WORLD" 

 

Luxurious life and so many comforts, 

I know deep inside, you feel dessert, 

 

Wake up from sleep and having tastier meals, 

Aware that your inner peace someone steals,  

 

Comfy furniture and expensive house, 

Yet your heart feels like a trapped mouse,  

 

Wherever you go, people always greet, 

And with them, you don't want to meet,  

 

Elegant to every gaze appears your dressing sense, 

Surprisingly, you are a felon in a cave so dense,  

 

Branded is everything of your assets, 

Why does your soul then feel like a guest,  

 

Being a Possessor of every goal you once had set,  

 Then why  inside you are fighting with grave regrets,  

 

 The whole materialistic globe is revolving on your fingertip.  



And secretly you wish  for a long death trip, 

 

 After having every kind of blessing, 

 from happy children to the millionaire of the world,  

from the unknown to the ideal of the world,  

from nothing to achieving every desire, 

 

Put a hand on your heart and tell me you're not a liar,  

 

 You are content, pleased, delightful and happy enough,  

By heart, you can never confess this, until you will reach the 

stage that seems so tough.  

 

Accept that, a large void resides in your soul.  

Try to fill that, from now on, it's a new goal, 

  

 Remember that in search of truth only can you fill this soul's 

void,  

Find the creator. His love and way, then you don't need any 

nasty guide. 

 

Open up your wings and let's free this miserable caged  bird, 

Immerse adoringly in the imperceptible world like happiness 

is not just a word. 

  



Harsh Malik 

 
Harsh Malik 

The one word which defines him is inquisitive. 

Loves to accept the life the way it is. To him writing is 

something which gives meaning to life.He is 18 years old 

and from Manasa , Madhya Pradesh. His hobbies 

include writing, singing , playing guitar and exploring 

new things & places.  He just passed 12 th class and 

preparing for IIT. In future he wants to be a AI Scientist 

.He dedicated this Anthology to her Sakhi ,He's author 

anthology Sakhiᴒᴓᴔ , n co-author of many anthologies : 

Heartfelts , Wow , khwahishen , Perks of life , The 

Innate Conundrum , Soft Corners , Arundhati - katha ek 

maa ki , Our passionate souls , dil ki baatein , city of 

paradise , be yourself , moonlight , ŜĶůĶŅ Į œ̹ n 

upcoming more........ 

 



Sakhiᴒᴓᴔ  

ĸŰŠőŅŶ ŗ  ̩Ķū ŅŰŏĶź ŏœūœ Ŝŷ ŬĶ ŉŜůƁ, 

ŅŰˇūőŶ œō ŋŶ śŰœĸŅū śŗūœ Ŝŷ ŬĶ ŉŜů.ẓ 

 

ŏƑ Ĥŋŉū ŇŇƈ ļŰŋūŅū Ɵſ, ŏŰ Ű̉ őūŅū Ɵſ,ẓ 

ŅŰˇůƁ ōŅūĲ ŐŶ ŏŶőū Ķŏūœ Ŝŷ ŬĶ ŉŜůƁ! 

 

śķů ŗź śō ŐūŇ ĥŅū ŜŶ ŏŰľŶ , 

ŅŰˇūőū ŋűļŉū , ĶŻŉśů ŬōƁŇů œĸūŉū ŜŶ ,  

ŏŰľŶ ʕūő śŶ Ľūŉū ĶŜĶő ŋŰĶūőŉū ,  

ŅŰˇūőů ŗź ʕūő Ŏőů ŏůŁů ōūŅƎ  

ŬĽśĶź śŰŉĶő ĤǙő ŏƎ ķź ĽūŐū ĶőŅū ņū  

ŅŰˇūőů ʕūőů ĥƁķźƁ Ķū ŗź ĶūĽœẓ, 

ĶŜū Ŝź ŅŰŏ śķůẓ....? 

ĥĽ Ŏů ōƞŅ ŐūŇ ĥŅů Ŝŷ 

ŅŰˇūőů........................................Ἡ  

 

- ŜŚƈ ŏŬœĶ 



Neha Pradhan 

 

 

 

 

Her name is neha pradhan he is from assam Silchar 

and He very fond of writing 10th class apart from 

writing he song also singing  

 

 

 

 



ŏŰ ű̉ őūŇŶ 

 

Ĥŋŉů ŜƁśů Ķź ŐűſŜů ŀŜœŉŶ ŇŶ ĥĽ , 

ŘʦźƁ śŶ ŬĽƠ ŉū Ķő ĶŰ ļ ōūŅ, 

ĸŏ Ņź ĸŏ Ŝů őŜŶĸƎ, 

Ņű ōś Ŝ Ŷ̄ śŶ ŏŰ Ű̉ őū ŇŶ ĥĽ, 

 

ŜūœūŅ ĶŰ ļ Ŏů Ŝź ŅŶőŶ, 

ŗĽŜ ŬśŌƈ ŏŰ Ű̉ őūŜŀ Ŝź, 

ŜĽūő ĽǢ ǎźƁ ŉū Ŝź ŬŇœ ŋő, 

ĨŉĶů Ňŗū ŬśŌƈ ĮĶ ŮķœŮķœūŜŀ Ŝź, 

 

ŇŶķ śűőĽ Ķů ŌŰ Ņƌ Ķź, 

śūőū ŘŜő Ľĸŏĸū ĽūŅū Ŝŷ, 

ĻūſŇ Ķů ŏŰ̉ūŉ ŇŶķŉŶ Ķź, 

Řūŏ Ŏů Ľ  ̞Ńœ ĽūŅū Ŝŷ, 

 

ĽǢ Ŏőů Ħŉ ŬĽƁŇĸů ŏƎ, 

ĸŏ ĮĶ ŗĽŜ Ŝŷ, 

Ň̏űő ĶŰ ļ Ŏů Ŝź ŬŇœ Ķū, 

ĦŅŉů śů ķŰŘů Ŏů ķŰŇū Ķū śĽū Ŝŷ.. 



Akshata Shah 

 

 

Akshata Shah is an engineer by profession. Writing 

is her passion. Her hobbies are traveling and 

listening to music.she has been a co author for 

more than 10 anthologies. 

 

 

 



Home 

Spending time with family 

Resting on the couch 

Working from home 

Watching web series 

Cooking delicious dishes 

Going through lovely snaps 

Recollecting memories 

Video calling with friends and cousins 

Rearranging things at home 

Planning for goals 

Learning new technologies 

Praying for the world 

Talking with your inner soul 

Meditating and finding peace 

Spreading joy and happiness 

Being safe at home... 

Social distancing... 

Living life all over again... 

 



SREE VARSHINI R 

 
Sree Varshini was born on 9th August 1996 in 

Kodaikanal . She is the younger child of their family with 

one sibling . Her mother name is Latha Magesh and her 

father name is Ravichandran . She loves to write poem 

and a short story since school days . She completed her 

schoolings in kodaikanal in 2014 . She done her under 

graduation in Bishop Heber College , Trichy . While she 

was studying her final year under graduation she was 

participated in International paper presentation and 

won the best paper award in Urumu Dhanalakshmi 

College , Trichy . Her poem was published in an 

!ƴǘƘƻƭƻƎȅ aȅ 5ŀŘΩǎ ŘǊŜŀƳΧIŜǊ ǎƘƻǊǘ ǎǘƻǊȅ ǿŀǎ 
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She has heen participated around 20+ anthology .  

 

 



A feel of happiness  

Our thoughts and ideas 

With cause and deeds 

Marked with feeds 

Nurtured with a good lead 

When i felt like a bird  

Wings fluttered with shade 

Blessed with wings of majesty 

Always rising hugh with curiosity 

Thus imagination works with stories 

With characters of life time 

Let me hear the music of leaves 

When clouds shed their brimming tears 

Green fields serve the feast sumptuous  

Silvery brooks dance with grace  



Praveena Thangapandiyan 

 

Praveena, pursuing BA English Literature, a 

loveable girl, who loves to live in natural 

surroundings. She lives in coimbatore,Tamilnadu. 

She loves to live with her relatives. She always 

want to explore the world with her loved ones. She 

was inspired by her sister to write poems and 

quotes. She has been worked as co-author for 

5+anthologies under various publications. 

 

 

 



Happiness 

 

Happiness is being with my family  

Happiness is staying in nature  

Happiness is helping others with wholehearted. 

 

Happiness is being with loved ones  

Happiness is eating ice cream in rain 

Happiness is enjoying the little things in life. 

 

Happiness is keeping others happy 

Happiness hiding all our problems. 

  



Haritha.R.R 

 

 

 

 

Haritha , studying B.A.English Literature. She is a 

optimistic person. She loves to cook. She loves to 

travel. She loves dog very much. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Happiness  

Life is filled with Struggles 

Twist and turns in everyday  

I motivate myself to overcome 

But where is my happiness? 

The question that I ask to myself 

Group of friends are there to talk 

spending time with Family 

But deep down inside I am searching for happiness; 

Where is my happiness? 

Questioning resulted in none 

But I realised that 

Instead of searching for happiness 

It is present within ourself 

We can create our own happiness. 

  



Rozy Paul 

 

 

 

Her name is Rozy Paul.She belongs to the tea-

estate called Dibrugarh,Assam.She has done M.A. 

in journalism.Her hobbies are reading,gardening 

and cooking.She likes travelling a lot.Her favourite 

quote is 'live and let live'. 

 

 

 

 



 

Peaceful 

Peace is my happiness. 

Peace is my religion. 

Peace is my purpose. 

Peace is way of living. 

I pursue peace over anything. 

Peace is my culture. 

Peace is truthness. 

Peace is cruelty free. 

Peace is weaponry of happiness. 

Happiness is the soul of peace. 

Happiness itself define divinity. 

Divinity break myth busters. 

Myths,confustion then clarity. 

Clarity brings inner peace and happiness. 

Happiness explain silently and calm us 

By saying I'm eternal peaceful soul. 

  



Gopika Unni 

 

 

In the extraordinary generation of poets she came 

with a dream,hope,and spirit in her heart to choose 

and layout the mark of thought in such a way as to 

excite the imagination the most powerfully and 

delightfully.she put down her emotions by landing 

it on the paper through inking.  After playing a role 

as a coauthor in many books ,she contributed in 

50+ anthologies and She's also a compiler. 

To contact you can follow her on Your quotes App 

as ςUnspoken Poetry's. 

MailID :ς gopikaunni19999@gmail.com 
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Journey to my happiness 

______________________ 

Love and light! According to experts such as the 

Dalai Lama, happiness starts from within. 

Happiness will give you sense of bliss and are 

certain to put a smile on your face.Life is a 

beautiful journey that is meant to be embraced to 

ǘƘŜ ŦǳƭƭŜǎǘ ŜǾŜǊȅ ŘŀȅΦ IƻǿŜǾŜǊΣ ǘƘŀǘ ŘƻŜǎƴΩǘ ƳŜŀƴ 

you always wake up ready to seize the day, and 

sometimes need a reminder that life is a great 

gift.And also True happiness is not something to 

search for, something that money can buy or 

something that is fixed. Sometimes it's the key for 

your closed doors. Life will teach you every lessons 

like ups and downs , fear and Sad , Happy moments 

ŜǘŎΧΦΦ 9ǾŜǊȅ ƘǳƳŀƴ ōŜƛƴƎ ǿƛƭƭ ǎǘŀǊǘ ǘƘŜƛǊ ƭƛŦŜ 

journey without any east way. But , When you 

carry a smile in your journey you will get back 

thousands of Happy faces. That's called " 

Happiness".Each of us may have cried and made a 

fuss to get the stuff we loved as children.  The 

feeling that comes when you get it is the real joy. 

What makes you happy and unhappy is not what 

you have or who you are or where you are.  What 

you think about it is what makes you happy and 

unhappy.Once My elder brother who gifted me a 

book.Its cover was a mixture of blue and white.  A 

man's head and a full frame full of stars and sky. 



And one day I starts to read that book. The title of 

the book is "How to Win Friends and Influence 

People by Dale Carnegie."  It's all about our life , 

thoughts and our feelings like happiness , sad etc 

etc. Once I read I'm interested to know about the 

book more. So , I read that book fully. This book 

had a profound effect on me, however, of the 

negative variety. It did give me pointers on how to 

actually break out of my shell and "win friends" but 

in the long term, it did way more harm than good. 

Not the book per se, but my choice to follow the 

advice given there. The book basically tells you to 

be agreeable to everybody, find something to 

honestly like about them and compliment them on 

it, talk about their interests only and, practically, 

act like a people pleaser all the time.The main 

point of this book is that if you want to have 

friends and be successful, you should be nice not 

mean. It sounds so obvious and I thought I was 

doing it, but now I realize all the mean things that 

I've done and still do to people when I don't get 

along with them. As I've read this book (and I'll 

work hard to do this from now on) I've tried to 

think more about the other person's perspective 

when I disagree with them and it helps so much. 

I've already noticed a change in the way I interact 

with people. This is a great book. I highly 

recommend it to anyone who wants to get along 

with other people. It's a very humbling yet 



empowering book.In this Book he quoted that 

"Everybody in the world is seeking happinessτand 

there is one sure way to find it. That is by 

controlling your thoughts. Happiness doesn't 

depend on outward conditions. It depends on inner 

conditions".Actions speak louder than words, and a 

smile says, 'I love you.  you make me happy.  I'm 

glad to see you. Because , Only a one smile or a 

happy face can change a person's life and also a 

powerful smile can change the whole world. 

Remember one thing " Life will be tougher than 

tougher or you will be busy in your life. But, don't 

forget to carry smile in your life journey. Because , 

it's the only way to your happiness. 

 

 

By Gopika Unni. 

  



Mrunmayi dhage 

 

 

I'm mrunmayi dhage I'm graphologist  

Vedic maths teacher numerologist 

Handwriting Teacher poet writer drawing analysis 

Author  handwriting specialist signature specialist 

social worker.  

 

 

 



LAUT AAI WO KHUSHI PHIR SE.... 

Laut aai wo khushi phir se, 

Pyar karne laga hoon main tumhe dil se, 

Kardoo apne in labjo se teri tarif, 

Kho jaun teri yaadon me, 

Mangloo tujhe main us rab se, 

Mere dil ko talash hai teri, 

nahi ji'h sakta main tere bina, 

Kyoki tum sans meri, 

Teri suni sapno ko bhi hasin banayenge hum, 

Kyoki tum to jahan  meri, 

 

Nikale dua teri khushi ke liye mere rag-rag se, 

kah do ekbar mujhse 

Pyar karte hain hum bhi aapko dil se, 

dil se........ 

  



BHAGYASHREE M 

 
Bhagyashree M, from Bangalore, being an Ambi-vert 

person, she tries to express her thoughts and emotions, 

in the form of writing rather than Verbal. She aspires to 

be known as a person, Kind by heart, Passionate by 

Mind, honest by attitude, Simple by default, Bubbly in 

nature, Architect by Education, Designer by Profession, 

Poetess by Hobby.Now part of more than twenty 

anthologies, and more than three compilations is 

known for her unique formats in compiling .He writings 

in Kannada, English and Hindi explore more about ς 

Life, Love, Memories, Self Empowerment, Conflicts 

within oneself- mind-society, Nature, Environment, 

etc.Her Motto in Life is to Break free from Society and 

Live a free Life and her advice to others is Be true to 

oneself if not others. 
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A Year goes by... 

When the Clock struck 0:00 on 31st of December, 

Every one welcomed the new year to remember. 

 

January - in adjusting with the new year, it Is done 

February - is short, it winds up as soon as its begun. 

 

March- passes by anticipating the summer holidays 

April- goes by in cooling down the dry and hotter rays. 

 

May- finally adapted to the present year, we can imply 

June- its mid year, six months have steadily gone by. 

 

July ς starts the second half along with the rains 

August ς with thunder storms, only 4 months remains. 
 

September ς shows the initiation of many of festivities  

October- fills up with gathering and plenty of activities. 

 

November- aptly, we know the year is going to end 

soon 

December ςtruly the year ends, greeting the new moon. 
 

A new year begins and thus a whole year ends, 

Time just flies by, with many memories to ascend. 



Har Deepansh Bahadur Sinha 

 

 

 

 

He is Har Deepansh Bahadur Sinha .He belongs to 

Lucknow,UP. He is a research scholar of Oceanography 

and has done masters in Geography from National Post 

Graduate College. Completed his schooling from Study 

Hall. His hobbies are art , listening to music , cooking & 

loads of driving. His interest areas are Astronomy, 

Writing, Photography & Travelling a lot. 

 

 

 

 



Speechless  

She got dressed up traditionally  

I lost myself very swiftly,  

From top to bottom 

She was looking awesome.  

 

Her earrings were so amazing  

Along with nose ring looking alluring,  

The sound of her bangles 

Mesmerized me jn different angles.  

 

She was wearing a fabulous bracelet  

Along with a beautiful armlet,  

Her head gear was very fascinating  

Necklace she was wearing was captivating.  

 

Her waist band was extremely gorgeous  

Sound of her anklet was marvelous,  

Beauty enhanced after wearing toe ring 

Literally my wife looks so stunning. 

 

Her ornaments are so phenomenal  

Everytime my happiness got doubled,  

Whenever she wears her jewelries  

You can see the joy in her accessories. 


